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Abstract--An interpolation function for triangular mid-edge finite elements is developed using an 
algebraic interpolation approach. A convenient method for deriving shape functions of serendipity pe 
directly and explicitly arises also from the interpolation function proposed above. 
INTRODUCTION 
Serendipity shape functions as introduced by Zienkiewicz[ 1] led to the development of two 
important families of finite elements, namely the mid-edge family and the serendipity family. 
For the sake of clarity, recall that, as first pointed out by Taylor[2] and adopting the wording 
of Okabe[3], only some monomials of the zeroth Pascal hook are attached to elements of the 
mid-edge family, whereas elements of the serendipity family are m-unisolvent. This distinctive 
feature is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the fifth member of the families in their rectangular version. 
The name "serendipity" to characterize shape functions was originally selected to emphasize 
the fortuity of their construction. Since the chance factor has been removed through successive 
contributions (Zienkiewicz[l], Taylor[2], Gordon and Hall[4], Zlamal[5] and Ball[6]), "ser- 
endipity" for shape functions now has a connotation of directness and explicitness only. Al- 
though useful, serendipity shape functions have only been applied so far to the development of
rectangular families. Mid-edge and serendipity families thus contrast with, for example, the 
Lagrange family for which both triangular and rectangular versions were developed in parallel. 
In fact, a serendipity shape function for the triangular version of both mid-edge and serendipity 
families does not seem to exist. 
Therefore, the purpose of the present work is to develop a serendipity shape function for 
the triangular version of the mid-edge family. The triangular version of the serendipity family 
could be generated by producing m-unisolvency with mid-edge members and a Ritz function 
form. Polynomial completeness i  obviously already provided by members of the triangular 
Lagrange family, but completion in a nodeless fashion is sometimes judged more attractive. 
Incomplete mid-edge members will also often prove to be useful. We shall first propose a 
straightforward procedure for the derivation of a general mid-edge rectangular element which 
is simply a didactic representation f Bali's method[6]. A similar procedure will finally be 
proposed for the triangle, based on an interpolation function derived by means of an algebraic 
interpolation approach. 
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Fig. 1. a) Fifth member of the rectangular mid-edge family: b) Fifth member of the rectangular serendipity 
family. 
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I. AUTOMATION OF BALL'S METHOD FOR ELEMENTS OF THE RECTANGULAR 
MID-EDGE FAMILY 
The interpolation function for rectangular mid-edge lements derived by Ball[6] is here 
generally given as: 
~(~, n) = {l~}[p,l[+o ~ ~b~O 
+ {l~}[p,][ :  i 0 
+ {ln}lP21 o 
[oo 
+ {lnI[P,.l +? ,I,~ 
- { I~}[P, ]L+,~:  
*ff']tPT{tn... n~-'F 
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The related expression for symmetric node distribution was obtained by analytic ondensation 
of internal nodes of a general Lagrange lement. Note that (1) is equivalent to the general bi- 
linear interpolation function of Gordon and Hall[4]o which is itself a special form of their more 
general transfinite interpolant. The [Pro] matrices in (1) are the inverse of Vandermonde matrices 
constructed from zeros of a polynomial expansion on the [ -  1, + l] interval. As shown by 
Ball[6], the use of such matrices results in a direct method for the generation of serendipity 
shape functions. The method is here presented in such a way that it can serve as the basis for 
developing a general algorithm for the construction ofserendipity shape functions for rectangular 
mid-edge lements. 
We shall demonstrate the method by re-investigating the nodal configuration attempted by 
Ball[6] and shown in Fig. 2. The inverse of Vandermonde matrices are first assigned to ever) 
edge round the element as in Fig. 3. For a given edge, the matrix must be of the same order 
as the number of nodes on the edge (vertex nodes included). Elements in a given matrix column 
become the coefficients of a polynomial expansion which, when multiplied by a suitable blending 
function, constitutes the shape function for the node facing the matrix column. This polynomial 
expansion is always expressed in the variable of the coordinate axis parallel to the edge on 
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Fig. 2. General rectangular mid-edge element. 
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Fig. 3. Assignment of matrices around the rectangular element. 
which the node is located. The blending functions are given as: 
1/2(1 + ~) (2) 
1/2(1 + rl) 
for nodes on the ~ = + 1 and rl = + 1 lines respectively, whereas for nodes on the ~ = - 1 
and "q = - ! lines respectively, they are given as: 
112(1 - ~) (3) 
1/2(1 - ~) 
For vertex nodes, two polynomial expansions with proper blending functions are involved in 
the expression for the shape function since two matrix columns are facing such nodes. Also, 
because of the Boolean nature[4] of the interpolation function, a term must be subtracted from 
the sum of the two polynomial expansions. This term is generally given as: 
1/4(1 + (,~)(1 + -q,rl) (4) 
where ~i and "q~ are parameters defined as: 
I 1, one= 1 
~ '= -1 ,  one=- I  
I, onr l=  1 
rl; 1, onr l  = -1  
(5) 
For example, to obtain the shape function corresponding to node 5. select elements in the 
corresponding matrix column as: 
9 27 9 27 
16 16 16 16 
(6) 
to form the appropriate polynomial expansion: 
I 
m(9  + 27~ - 9{-" - 27~ ~) 
16 
(7) 
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which finally yields the desired shape function when multiplied by the proper blending function. 
1 1 
Ns = ~(1 + ~)~-~(9 + 27~ - 9~-' - 27~ 3) (8) 
A similar procedure can be used for any other node. For vertex node 7, the shape function is 
derived as: 
1 1 02 
N7 = ~(1  - ~)g( - 'q  - + 4rl 3 + 4r f  ~) 
' {6 + ~ (1 + "q) ( - -1 + ~ + 962 -- 9~ 3) 
I ( l  - 6) 1 
- ~ ~ ( l  + ,1) (9) 
2. INTERPOLATION FUNCTION FOR THE TRIANGLE 
The derivation of the interpolation function for the triangle based on an algebraic inter- 
polation approach is now presented. The resulting interpolation function will in fact be similar 
in form to the one for the rectangle given in (I). 
Consider an R' plane with three pairwise mutually intersecting straight lines ~,  ~_, and ~3 
as shown in Fig. 4. The intersections of pairs of ~-lines have to be distinct singletons for an 
open bounded region _r/ of triangular shape to be formed. These singletons are the vertices V~ 
of the triangle and are related to the ~-lines by: 
{v,_} = ~: n ~, 
{v.,} = ~., n ~2 (10) 
A local axis S~ is assigned to each 6i-line. The origin of the &-axis is at vertex Vi and the 
normalization is such that the unit corresponds tothe remaining vertex on the ~-line. Region f/ 
is limited by the nondenumerable setof points O f/ defined as: 
0C/ = {Q(s~)E ~[0~<s~< 1, i = 1,2,3} (II) 
where Q is an arbitrary point. Region _<7 defined as: 
_<7 = _</ U a_t/ (12) 
o 1 
I o S~ 
~ 8 °8  
Fig. 4. Triangular domain. 
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can be assigned an area coordinate system with L~, L: and L~ variables such that: 
Li(Vk) = 5i~. i, k = 1, 2, 3 (13) 
Consider now a bivariate function F defined over ~ and part of the linear space ~, of continuous 
functions defined over _r/: 
F~c  ( f7 )  (14) 
Consider also three side-vertex projectors expressed in area coordinates as: 
P~[F] = (1 - L~)~F(O, L~, L~) + L?F( I ,  0, 0) 
P_, [E l  (1  - ~ ' _ = Lz) F(L,, O. LI) + L~F(O, 1, O) 
P3[FI = (1 - " ' L~. L3) F(Lt, 0) + L~F(0, 0, 1) (15) 
where 
L~ , Lj 
L[ Li + Lj Lj Li + Lj 
Side-vertex projectors were introduced by Marshall[7] and applied to high-order interpolation 
schemes by Nieison[8]. The (1 - Li) and L, terms in (15) are "blending functions" according 
to the definition of Gordon and Hall[4]. Blending functions are simply partial operators in a 
given x~ variable that are applied on a multivariable function F(x~, x,_ . . . . . .  r,,) parametrized 
in xj , j  ~ i. The " exponent in (15) was used by Nielson[8] with the following values: 
cx ~E {1, 2} 16) 
Blending functions are said to be linear for a = 1 and quadratic for c~ = 2. 
To every projector P~ there is an associated precision set.& defined as: 
,6  = (,~: n a_,/) u {v,} 
, / ,  = (~., n o : / )  u {v:} 
,/3 = (~, n o . , / )  u {v3} 17) 
Side-vertex projectors P~ are linear interpolating operators that are characterized by their 
strong commutativity. Because of this strong commutativity, projectors can be taken as gen- 
erators of a distributive lattice[9] under Boolean sum and tensor product operations. The dis- 
tributive lattice is partially ordered and all elements from it are also projectors. Since in the 
present case the set of generators i finite, there are minimal, maximal and intermediate elements. 
The maximal element of the distributive lattice is given as: 
PLeP :GP3 (18) 
It can also be shown that in the case of strongly commutative projectors, an isomorphism[9] 
exists between, on the one hand, tensor product of projectors and intersection of associated 
precision sets, and on the other hand, Boolean sum of projectors and union of associated precision 
sets. For example, the isomorphic form for (18) is: 
./~ U. / ,  U./ :  (19) 
which is also simply: 
,/~ U. / ,  U./~ = {Q(s~) ~ ~.~[0 ~< s, ~ I. i = I. 2, 3} 
= 0( /  
(20) 
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or in words, and function F in r, (f7) is interpolated to its exact value by P) @ P: • P3 at the 
nondenumerable s t 0 f / .  The maximal element (or maximal interpolant) can be expressed in 
terms of ordinary sum and tensor product operations using a recursive rule similar to a Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization, and can be further reduced using: 
P~P j  = P )~Pz~P3,  i , j  = 1 ,2 ,3 ; i~ j  (21) 
which is obtained from the isomorphism. The resulting expression for the maximal element 
then becomes: 
Pi ~ P2 ~ P3 = P, + P2 + P3 -" 2Pl ® P2 ~ P3 (22) 
which can be rewritten using (15) and for"  = 1 
P, ~ P2 ~ P.~[F] = (I - L,)F(O, L 2, L3) 
+ (1 - L,_)F(LI, O, L.O + (I - L.OF(L~, L2, O) 
- L IF( I ,  0, 0) - L2F(0, 1, 0) - L.~F(0, 0, 1) (23) 
Nielson[8] showed that the span of monomials that are exactly interpolated by (23) is: 
span{Pt • P2 q9 P~} = (Li, L2, L3) (24) 
whereas for et = 2 
span{P, ~ P., ~ P3} = (Lt, L_,, L3, L{, Li, Li> (25) 
The interpolant given in (23) is transfinite according to Gordonand Hall[4]. For use in 
F.E.M., the above interpolant must also be discretized, i.e., F on f/  must be approximated 
by three univariate Lagrange polynomials on the three line segments that make 0 f / .  On the 
[0, 1] interval of ~: 
FI,, = {d~'}W., lr{ls, . . .  s7'-'} r (26) 
where: 
{I }" {+i} = F j-I s ,  )=  I (27) 
and [P,,] is the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix of order n~ and of regularly distributed zeros 
on the [0, + 1] interval. Substituting (26) in (23), the interpolant becomes: 
+(L, ,  L , ,  L3) = (l - L , ){ ,2}[P ,y{ ls=. . .  s~'- 'V 
+ (l - L : ){+3I [P , , lq l s3 . . .  s~, - 'F  
+(1 - L3){d~'}tP., lr{lst. . .  s?'-'} r - L ,+( I ,  0, 0) 
- La(b(0, 1, 0) - L3+(0, 0, 1) (28) 
or in another form: 
~(L, ,  L,, L~) = {ILt}[P,] ~ d~_~ . . . [P,,.,] {Is: .  
- " " 0 . . .  0 
~'~ 6! . . . . .  p.,lr{ls ~ . . . .  3 • + {IL2}[P.,] 0 . . .  
+ {iL3}[p,][+0 I, ~b~ . . .  ~,][p, , , ] r{ lS l . . .s , ,_ ,}  r 
. , . 
- L ib ( l ,  O, O) - L :~(O,  1, O) - L:(b(O, 0,1) (29) 
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~b I = F ~ = J--___L,,_I (30) 
with the s/variables expressed in area coordinates as: 
Lz 
S I ~ - -  Lt+L ,  
L> 
$2 - -  L ,+L~ 
Li 
s3 - (31) 
L3 + LI 
which has the effect of constraining end-segment zeros of Lagrange polynomials to remain on 
O f/  as a blending on _~/is carried out. 
Equation (29) is similar in form to the interpolation function of a general rectangular mid- 
edge element and is valid for a general triangular mid-edge element with variable number of 
nodes on edges and for a = 1 (i.e. linear blending). 
3. SERENDIPITY SHAPE FUNCTIONS OF TRIANGULAR MID-EDGE ELEMENTS 
The similarity between (29) and (1) suggests that inverse of Vandermonde matrices can 
be assigned to the edges of triangular mid-edge elements to generate shape functions, as was 
the case for rectangular mid-edge elements. Once again, the coefficient matrix must be of the 
same order as the number of nodes on a given edge (including vertex nodes). In the present 
case, coefficient matrices are obtained by inverting Vandermonde matrices of zeros of polynomial 
on the [0, + 1] interval. Some of the coefficient matrices are listed in the Appendix. For each 
node, there is thus a corresponding column in the coefficient matrix. Elements in a given column 




Fig, 5. Constant strain triangular element, 




Fig. 6. Assignment of matrices around the CST element. 
edge. When multiplied by a suitable blending function, the polynomial expansion becomes the 
shape function for the node facing the matrix column. Note that each coefficient matrix has a 
column increase in the direction of the ~i-axis (see on Fig. 6). Two matrix columns are assigned 
to vertex nodes and a term arising from the Boolean nature of the interpolation function must 
be subtracted as in the case of the rectangle. The blending function for nodes on the Li = 0 
edge is: 
(1 - L i )  '~ (32)  
whereas for vertex nodes'with coordinate Li = 1, the term to be subtracted is simply given by: 
L~ (33) 
As a first example, we shall derive shape functions of the constant strain triangular element 
shown in Fig. 5. Coefficient matrices are first assigned to every edge as in Fig. 6. Using linear 
Fig. 7. General triangular mid-edge element. 
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blending functions, shape functions are simply obtained as: 
N~ = l - L 3) 1 - l + (I - L , I  0 * l 
= 1 - L3 - L ,  + L~ - LI = L~ 
= L ,  + 1 - LI - L3 - L_, = L ,  
N3 = (1 - Lr) 0 + + (1 - L,_) t - [ 





As a second example, we shall consider the case of a general triangular mid-edge lement 
as shown in Fig. 7. Coefficient matrices are first assigned to every edge as in Fig. 8. Shape 
functions are obtained using quadratic blending functions for degree two precision as: 
N,~,-L~,:[, 3( L~)+ 2( L~)] 
'[ (L~t (~t  ~ + (1 - L,_)"~ 0 + 2 - 9 
[ (~)  ,,c _L: ~:l 
= (1 - L3) :  0 + 4 L ,  - 4 L3 / N,. 
N 3 = (l  - L3,:[0 (~t  L,-~ -, L, +2(~t] 
L~ 3 
- +2  -L~ 
,[ (~)  (~ i  -~ t /~]  + (1 -L , )Z~ 2 - 11 + 18 -9 \1  _ - - -~_ , /  - L i  
N6 = (I - L,)Z 2 0 + 18 - 45 + 27 L~ ) 
NT=( I  - L , . ) ' -  2 0-9  ~ +36 -27  ~ . (35) 
CONCLUSION 
The interpolation function of a general triangular mid-edge element has been derived. As 
for the case of a general rectangular mid-edge element, a straightforward method for obtaining 
serendipity shape functions of a general triangular mid-edge lement arises from the interpolation 
function developed. Storage in "'potential" of various finite element nodal configurations can 
be achieved using the method of construction of serendipity shape functions illustrated, i.e. 
only the inverse of Vandermonde matrices, which are generated once during the initial steps of 
an analysis, need to be kept in memory tbr use with any element nodal configuration. 
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APPENDIX 
1 0 1 CP' ]  = -I I 
I 1 0 0 ] 
CPa]  = -3 4 -1  
2 -4 2 
[".]" ½ 
[.,1 - 1 
24 
2 0 0 0 
-11 18 -9 2 
18 -45 36 -9 
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228 -112 22 
-384 224 -48 
192 -128 32 
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600 
-3850 
8875 
-8750 
3125 
0 
-600 
5350 
-14750 
16250 
-6250 
0 
400 
-3900 
12250 
-15000 
6250 
0 
-150 
1525 
-5125 
6875 
-3125 
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24 
-250 
875 
-1250 
625 
